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Annotation 
This paper deals with mixed integer programming application for elaborating an optimal schedule for power  
generation and operation so that the demand will be completely met with a minimum costs. An appropriate cost  
structure and different constraints are considered. A large scale optimization problem is formulated. The built-
in function for linear programming optimization is modified so the mixed-integer problem is successfully solved  
using the branch and bound technique.  A specific  Graphical User Interface (GUI)  for data input,  problem  
solving  and  results  representation  is  developed.  This  application  offers  a  convenient  tool  for  Matlab  
optimization features utilization. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Present  economical  situation  and  ecological  requirements  give  raise  to  an  interdisciplinary  approach  and 
collaboration between economical  studies  and energy ones.  A lot  of  work has  been  developed for  building 
specific models of electro energy systems and using these models for solving economical  problems such as 
optimal operation schedules determination [1, 3] and cost evaluation of combining traditional power generation 
units and renewable power production ones [1-3]. 

2 THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

The problem in this paper deals with formulation of dynamic optimization model for optimal daily operation 
strategy of three different types of power generation units. The load variation is given for six time periods with 
specific duration and should be met with an addition of 15% load increase. In Tabl. 1 the load level over six time 
periods is given. 

Table 1: Demand in MW over the six periods in a day

Period Demand in MW Duration of period
j jD jh

1 12 p.m. to 6 a.m. 17 000 6
2 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. 32 000 4
3 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 30 000 3
4 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. 42 000 3
5 6 p.m. to 21 p.m. 38 000 3
6 21 p.m. to 12 p.m. 31 000 3

An appropriate cost structure is considered. It comprises cost per hour for generators operation on their minimal 
power output; cost per hour per MW above the minimum power and start-up cost. The 15% increase in the load 
level over an arbitrary time period has to be accomplished by adjusting the power output of generators already 
operating within their power output limits. The data of different types of generating units is given in Tabl. 2.

Table 2: Units, operating limits and costs

Unit type,
i

Available 
units

Minimum 
level, MW

im

Maximum 
level, MW

iM

Cost per hour 
at min. level, $

ie

Cost per hour per MW 
above min level, $

ic

Startup cost, 
$
iF

1 14 820 1850 1100 1.8 1900
2 10 1300 2200 2400 1.4 1100
3 6 1600 4100 3100 2.8 700

The goal is to establish an optimal operation schedule of the power generating units that minimizes the total 
operation cost. 
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The optimization problem has three groups of variables:  ijx  is total power output of generators of type  i in a 

period j ;  ijn is the number of generating units of type i in a period j  (integer variables);  ijs  is the number of 

units of type i started in a period j (integer variables). The coefficient ijC  in the cost function represents the cost 
for operating unit of type i in a time period j  with duration specified in Tabl. 1 depending on its power output 
rate. If  the unit operates at its minimum power only the cost is  ij i iE = e h , where  ie  is the cost per hour at 
minimum level; iF  is the start-up cost of each generating unit. The cost function to be minimized is: 
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subject to the following constraints: 

• The demands should be met in each time period: j
i

ij Dx ≥∑  for all j

• The power output of the generators must belong to operation power range 

ijiij nmx ≥  and ijiij nMx ≤  for all i and j        (2)

• The extra load of 15% should be met without starting additional generators during the periods: 

j
i

iji 1.15DxM ≥∑  for all j        (3)

• The number of generators that are started in period j  must be greater or equal to the increase in number 
of operating generators of two successive periods: 

1ijijij nns −−≥  for all i and j        (4)

The resulting problem involves total 54 variables, 36 of which are integer with upper bounds corresponding to 
the number of the available units of each type and 66 inequality constraints. The build-in Matlab function for 
solving general linear programming problems linprog is modified to implement the branch and bounds algorithm 
for solving such mixed integer problem. A specific GUI application is also developed for data input and model 
building according the specific  Matlab environment requirements for solving the problem using the modified 
function; the results are exported in a Microsoft Excel file.

The optimal solution leads to an optimal scheduling strategy (Table 3) which costs $1 027 600.

Table 3: Power generation units operating schedule:

Period Units of type I Units of type II Units of type III
Number Output, MW Number Output, MW Number Output, MW

1 14 11480 3 5520 0 0
2 14 11480 9 18920 1 1600
3 14 11480 9 18520 0 0
4 14 13600 10 22000 4 6400
5 14 11480 10 21720 3 4800
6 14 11800 8 17600 1 1600

This application offers a convenient tool for utilizing Matlab optimization features for solving large scale mixed 
integer  optimization  problems  related  to  the  optimal  strategy  determination  in  the  power  engineering 
dispatching.  Future investigations will  be focused on the sensitivity analysis  with respect  to changes in the 
objective function coefficients and right hand sides of the constraints which mainly reflect on the costs structure. 
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